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Strengthening the Responsibility for Autonomous Learning with 
Appropriate Exercises

Autonomy and the View of Learning Mathematics 

It is no coincidence that the ability to learn in a self-guided, autonomous way is considered to 
be one of the central goals of general education. This applies now more than ever in today’s 
rapidly evolving knowledge-based society, in which job descriptions are changing so quickly 
that everyone is expected to be willing and able to engage in lifelong learning. 

What contribution can teaching mathematics make here? At times, a distorted view of auto-
nomous learning may emerge: “Mathematics is a set of content and methods that must be 
learnt. Autonomous learning means that students must acquire this knowledge themselves 
with the aid of educational materials.” In our mind’s eye we see pupils studying these defini-
tions and methods in their textbooks and practising their application with one another. Is this 
autonomous learning or merely autonomous cramming? What qualities are missing from this 
method of learning despite its orientation towards autonomy and self-guidance?

Self-guided learning is – from an interdisciplinary perspective – described as a type of learn-
ing in which “the person performing the activity is able to meaningfully and significantly 
influence major decisions on whether, what, when, how and towards which goals learning will 
take place.” (Weinert 1982, p. 102).

Certainly the student’s influence in school is limited by curricular and organisational guide-
lines; nevertheless, it is possible for students to “significantly influence” their learning with 
an appropriate selection of exercises and a methodical approach. The misconception behind 
the reductive view outlined above is also an expression of a distorted view of mathematics.

In fact, studying mathematics independently is not simply using and applying prepared ele-
ments of knowledge, but constantly rediscovering mathematics both from an individual per-
spective and as part of an exchange with others. Thus, autonomous learning requires rich, 
open-ended problems that enable students to find their own ways of discovering and inventing 
mathematics.

Yet another misconception lies in the distorted view of “self-learning”: Giving students more 
responsibility for the learning process is not the same as leaving them alone with their  studies. 
Teachers still accompany the learning process, they are available as critical discussion part-
ners, they can motivate and offer heuristic aids in the process. Ultimately, they have a bird’s 
eye view of the learning process and organise it in a manner that ensures the results come 
together to benefit everyone, among other things by incorporating knowledge from “finished 
mathematics” at the appropriate point in the lesson.

What, then, should the response be to the frequently expressed objection that students are 
unable to learn autonomously, making instruction indispensable?
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Naturally, students must gradually develop the ability to learn autonomously. However, this 
is only possible if they are afforded ample opportunity to do so. Hence, autonomous learning 
is both the objective and the prerequisite. This is why we should find a meaningful way of 
introducing students to the topic as early as possible, thereby boosting their confidence in 
their own abilities.
Autonomous learning does not necessarily mean individual learning; autonomy can and should 
also unfold during collaborative work in school. Suitable arrangements and exercises for this 
type of work are discussed in a separate article (Leuders, “Using Tasks to Stimulate Commu-
nication and Cooperation in Mathematics Lessons – Linking Subject and Social Learning”). 

The sections that follow present a few practical examples of how to organise autonomous 
learning in secondary-level mathematics courses. These include both specific problems and 
instructions on suitable coursework design – both aspects, the classroom culture and the task 
culture, naturally go hand in hand. 

A Problem-solving Approach to Mathematical Concepts

“Can students make their own decisions?” This should be a key question when constructing 
learning situations that claim to promote autonomous learning. They hardly make their own 
decisions when a new mathematical concept is “introduced” by reading a textbook or during 
questioning and developing discussions. Defining mathematical concepts during the lesson 
signals the death of autonomous learning. This approach only engages a handful of students; 
everyone is more concerned with trying to figure out what the instructor is getting at.

Now it is not enough to simply package this discovery in a problem that basically drives 
students straight to the solution – this would only create a false sense of autonomy with no 
latitude for the students to make their own decisions. 

Example: 

The teacher lets students draw different triangles across the diameter of a circle on the board and 
measure the angle at the circumference. One student discovers that the result is always 90o. The 

observations are written down as assumptions and the whole class works together on a proof. 

Example: 

Stretch triangles out on the geoboard that all have a link between “3 
(o’clock) and 9 (o’clock)” as their base. Measure the angles that appear at C. 

How does making the base line run from 3 to 8 change the angles at C?
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This version of the exercise allows students to work independently; however, they only uncover 
previously hidden connections and work according to a specific schema without the ability to 
make their own decisions.
However, when the learning situation is initiated through a sufficiently open-ended problem, 
when students can actively approach the situation as individuals (or in small groups) at the 
outset, their ability to embark on their own paths to learning is no longer left to chance. This 
strategy also encourages them to work in a problem-solving manner and effectively argue their 
case.

This last version of the problem enables students to study different configurations and un-
cover the links between them; Thales’ theorem is only one of the possibilities here. It takes 
longer to solve this type of problem, but students are able to gain a variety of experiences with 
angle configurations and sums in triangles. They have even independently investigated the 
proof schema for Thales’ theorem and the necessary angle relationships.

The openness required here reveals the paradox of independent, discovery-based learning: 
on the one hand, the aim is to open up learning processes to accommodate individual learn-
ing paths; on the other hand, the learning process should still be guided by certain content 
objectives. Is it possible to open up problems while simultaneously ensuring that the desired 
objective is met? This situation only seems paradoxical at first glance, as illustrated in the last 
exercise example: there are problem situations that can be solved via a number of different 
avenues, yet still lead directly to mathematical concepts. It is not necessary for every student 
to take the same route in the process, nor should everyone be expected to make the same 
amount of progress towards a solution. Simply working actively with a problem in context 
significantly increases a student’s likelihood of understanding a more in-depth or alternative 
idea that comes from an external source, like another student, for instance.
The principle suggested here is that of “problem orientation” or “problem-oriented concept 
formation” and is an ideal method of stimulating learning; students should make their own 

Example:

Stretch the rubber band (used in the previous example) in a way that forms as many different tri-
angles as possible. Gather the triangles, examine their angles and sort them by group. Formulate 

as many hypotheses as you can. Check and support them if possible.

Use two of the triangles (from the illustration) to form as 
many new triangles as possible. Examine their  angles. For-
mulate as many hypotheses as you can. Check and support 

them if possible. 

Can you think of any links between problem (1) and prob-
lem (2)?
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decisions and thus take more responsibility for designing their learning process. Suitable 
problems must therefore meet all of the following conditions simultaneously:

 > • They must be rich in mathematical content; i.e. they must offer content that encour-
ages students to discover and explore. 

 > • They must be accessible for all students; in particular they should enable work at any 
level of complexity, generality or reflection.

 > • Furthermore, they must be sufficiently open-ended.

Two additional examples are outlined in the following.

Example 1: Desert Well
The map shows a piece of land. There are five 
wells in this area. Pretend that you are stand-

ing at X with a herd of thirsty sheep. Which well 
should you go to?

This is obviously not a difficult decision. You go 
to the closest well. Now divide the land into five 

areas so that for every location in an area the 
well in this area is the closest.

 

(based on Goddijn/Reuter, 1995)

This problem nearly inevitably leads to the term perpendicular bisector without pushing the 
students in a certain direction.

Example 2: Chocolate Bars

The “PRIMA Chocolate” company has a new commer-
cial featuring the slogan “The chocolate bar for the 
whole family”. They receive a letter of complaint in 

response to this new campaign:
Dear PRIMA Chocolate team: 

We are a family of five and your chocolate is certainly 
not made for us. Every time we open a bar of your 

chocolate there is invariably a row, because one piece is 
always left over after dividing the bar evenly.

How many pieces do you think are in a bar of 
 PRIMA Chocolate? 

Write a letter to PRIMA Chocolate offering a suggestion for the number of pieces a bar should 
have to minimise the number of complaints they receive from families.
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After working on this problem it will be easy to introduce the terms “divisor” and “prime 
number” – after all, they have already been elaborated on, the students simply have not been 
using these standardised terms during the autonomous learning phase.

Finding Problems on Their Own

Most problems discussed during mathematics courses are provided by the teacher or the text-
book. Students are constantly solving problems that are not their own; or to put a more posi-
tive spin on it: that they are compelled to make their own while they work to find a solution. 
What are some ways of creating learning situations in a maths lesson that enable students 
not only to discover paths of learning but also to take part in deciding which content to learn?  

The ideal situation is probably the project. Mathematics only comes into play when it becomes 
relevant to the project goal, for example in order to calculate materials needed in advance, to 
construct an object, to estimate profitability, etc.

Mathematics offers actual benefit here, but remains subordinate to the project goal. Among 
other things, mathematics lessons can be aided by projects that are built from the ground up 
to tackle specific arithmetic problems, such as the following “mathematical projects”:

Example: 

As part of a school advertising campaign, a class 
is participating in an interdisciplinary project 

(mathe matics, physics and art). The class is as-
signed the task of letting platonic solids in the 
form of (model) hot air balloons rise in the air. 

(Ludwig 2001)

Example: Route planning software for pedestri-
ans

Most students are familiar with route planning 
software and have no difficulty using it. 

But how does this helpful tool actually work?
Planning and creating this type of route plan-
ning program themselves enables students to 

develop and discover modelling and algorithms 
in discrete mathematics. (Leuders 2005c)
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So, although a project is the ideal realisation of self-guided learning, systematic, subject-
based learning does not offer sufficient scope to develop into project learning.

Projects provide students with the fundamental experience of mathematics’ utility in  dealing 
with day-to-day situations and in our environment (Winter 1995). However, mathematics goes 
beyond mere applications; it is also a science that concerns itself with purely  intellect ual 
structures, investigates logical connections and develops its own, deductively ordered set 
of definitions in the process. Students need not be excluded from these mathematical pro-
cesses, as if they were observers and recipients of a finished science, but instead can funda-
mentally experience how “pure mathematics” works through active research. They are not 
only able to rediscover proven mathematical concepts, they can also invent and sound out 
their own terminology. They can explore mathematical situations, formulate their own hypo-
theses and attempt to prove them. They can find and solve their own mathematical problems. 
In short: Students can guide their own mathematical research.

Appropriate “research assignments” here are distinguished by the same characteristics as 
the problem-solving concept formation exercises outlined above. What makes them so special 
is their radical openness: to the extent possible, only mathematical situations are presented 
and students are encouraged to formulate questions or assumptions independently. Thus the 
research concerning the triangles formed in the circle described above already fits into this 
category. 

Example: “School Research”

Which teacher talks the most? 
How many kilometres does a teacher walk each day in the school building? 

Which is heavier? All of the teachers in the school put together? Or all of the students? Or all of the 
textbooks in the school? Or all desks and chairs? 

Think of questions that you can research the answers to.

Think of as many problems as you can that 
involve different ways in which the figures below 
intersect. That is, how often they intersect, how 
many cross-sections there are, which geometric 

shapes are formed from these, etc. ...
You can use any types of shapes you like as the 
original shapes: circles, squares, rectangles,...

Fold a standard sheet of paper one, two or three times. Then try 
to find as many relationships as you can between the angles.
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Three classmates are playing marbles and have agreed to the following: the 
person whose five marbles are closest to each other wins. However, they are 

in constant disagreement about who won. How can they measure or calculate 
the degree to which the marbles are scattered? Create a way to “measure the 

scatter”.
Figures a), b) and c) show one result for each of the three classmates who 

threw the marbles. Use your measure to decide who won! 

Many more questions of this type can be found in Open-ended Problems (Becker/Shimada 
1997), including the following example:

Problems like these seem unusual at first; they are rarely found in textbooks. Students first 
have to learn to work on tasks that permit and even encourage them to pose their own mathe-
matical questions. A “smooth path” to this kind of “independent research” is seen in a 
concept that has been practised by many teachers in recent years: the problem variations, 
primarily as suggested by Schupp (2002) and executed using a variety of examples. The 
principle is simple: after solving the problem, proving an assumption, calculating the size or 
construction of a figure, instructors ask their students to vary the initial situation and begin 
anew, asking: “What if...?”

Example: 

Once the students have found out how to best cut four equal circles with the greatest possible 
total area from a square, they vary the question. A simple technique is to replace individual words 

in the problem with others. So the new problem might be:

Cut four circles of any size with the greatest possible total area from a square. 
Cut four equal circles with the greatest possible total area from a rectangle.
Cut three equal circles with the greatest possible total area from a square.

Cut four equal circles with the greatest possible total area from a circle.
Cut four equal squares with the greatest possible total area from a circle

Cut four equal circles with the greatest possible total circumference from a square.
Cut circles in any number and any size with the greatest possible total area from a square.
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Hence, the students are not simply presented a task such as “solve the problem”, but in-
stead: “Vary the problem yourself and find out what happens”. Teachers can figure out which 
variations to expect in advance. But these types of exercises make detailed planning im-
possible, as students continually overlook the obvious while simultaneously discovering the 
unexpected. The variations they invent may have highly varying levels of difficulty once stu-
dents set about solving them. Some may turn out to be trivial, some may lead to core topics 
in the curriculum, still others may be impossible to solve with the tools provided by school 
mathematics. This discussion underscores the fact that working with variation techniques is 
more interesting for teachers, but is also more demanding than serving up “finished” prob-
lems that are selected with a great deal of forethought.

Many of the variations that arise can be identified as neighbouring problems or analogies, as 
generalisations or specialisations as main or subconcepts. While investigating the results of 
these variations, students also explore logical relationships and relationships between terms. 
But they will not reach this level of reflection until after they have had their own experiences 
with variations. The problem of finding can also be supported step by step with strategies, 
e.g.:

 > Wiggle: “Make minor changes.” 
 > Analogise: “Change or replace one condition” 
 > Generalise: “Omit information or conditions” 
 > Specialise: “Add additional conditions” 
 > Combine: “Merge one situation with another”

Forms of Instruction that Require and Encourage Self-guidance

Until now the examples of fostering self-guided learning assumed specific types of problems. 
The following now reverses this assumption and presents types of instruction that promote 
autonomous learning and learning to be independent. These forms naturally require their own 
appropriate exercises.

Station work and its multifaceted variants (learning carousel, learning circle, etc.) are appreci-
ated above all for their ability to provide students with different learning speeds and prerequi-
sites using a variety of methods to approach a topic. Here independence is both encouraged 
and required in order for students to independently plan and reflect on their own learning 
process. But these advantages are only possible when they are not negated by deficits in other 
areas, when the stations are unsuitable for allowing students to actually make broad, expand-
able experiences in a subject area. Limiting station work to trivial games or other irrelevant 
or superficial “busywork” on the subject merely wastes a great deal of the students’ learning 
time and the teacher’s preparation time (cf. Sundermann/Selter 2000). If the aim is to truly 
achieve a situation in which students consciously plan their own learning paths through the 
help of station work, they must be assisted with suitable orientation, e.g. “operation cards” 
that explicitly state which aspects of a certain topic are to be covered at the different stations. 
The same applies to even more open methodological systems of instruction such as weekly 
schedule work and free work.
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A more in-depth analysis of these forms is beyond the scope of this discussion since  autonomy 
is largely promoted independently of the specifics of the respective subject here. Many other 
suggestions can be found in general educational literature. Heske (2001, 2003) offers some 
examples of station work in lower secondary-level mathematics lessons.

Completing scientific work on their own can be a difficult undertaking for many pupils and 
aspiring college students if they have not familiarised themselves with and practised this 
method of working. In the case of mathematics it is not only possible but also advisable to 
assign mathematical homework in the form of questions that afford students the opportunity 
to work for an extended period and present their findings to their instructors and classmates. 
These assignments should include both work on researchable topics – such as the biography 
of a mathematician – and projects that involve individual, creative interaction with problems, 
such as

The Football World Cup is not far away – what can you determine mathematically 

prior to the event? (e.g.: number of tickets sold, profit from tickets sold, amount 

of petrol used to visit a game, additional bed capacities, etc.)

Household appliances continue to use power even in standby mode. Determine 

the annual costs for your family’s household. Provide illustrative examples of the 

associated economic consequences. How can mathematics be used here?

Study the length of a variety of different press clippings in words. What kinds of 

questions can be asked and what topics can be studied further? 

If you draw a diagonal line in a rectangle that consists of n x m boxes, it will inter-

sect with a certain number of boxes. Investigate how to calculate this number from 

n and m.

As shown here, it is also possible to explore inner mathematical problems independently. 
What all problems have in common is that they are accessible for all students and can be ap-
proached from a variety of different levels. In contrast to the problems described earlier, how-
ever, students will need several hours to contemplate the question and to conduct research 
on the required data material if necessary.

Schools in England assign smaller types of projects called coursework. Students begin work-
ing in class, receive assistance on how to approach the assignment if required, can share 
information with one another or consult textbooks (Kaiser 2001, see also http://www.course-
work.info/6/index.html). 
The result is a final product, created over several hours of homework, in which each student 
can at least demonstrate partial and intermediate success.
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The final methodological form described here is particularly effective at encouraging students 
to reflect on their autonomous learning and exploration processes. The learning journal (also 
known as a travel journal, learning diary, etc.) exists in a number of different versions and 
formats. Nevertheless, what they all have in common is that they offer students a medium that 
they can use to record the processes involved in their individual understanding (or inability 
to understand) arithmetic for themselves and, in some instances, for their instructors. It is 
an instrument for “thinking out loud” that gives pause for reflection and that lends a special 
meaning to the process of exploration. For methodological details, see Gallin/Ruf (1998), 
Hußmann (2003) or Heske (2001). 

Evaluating the Results of Self-guided Learning

If the aim is to foster autonomous learning in the long term, then simply creating space for 
these methods during lessons is not enough. Methods must also be advanced and shared that 
are particularly suited to evaluating the quality and results of autonomous learning. 

The requirements of both of these dimensions of academic organisation, promoting indepen-
dence on the one hand and evaluating academic performance on the other, are often seen 
as contradictory in everyday school situations. In the end, these ostensibly irreconcilable 
requirements reveal a classic pedagogical paradox: the ultimate goal of mentoring students to 
maturity is to make the mentor superfluous. Today, we would likely phrase it like this: educa-
tion in schools must be organised, “steered” in a manner that prepares students for lifelong, 
self-guided learning. Indeed, this is a challenge that the pedagogical design of school educa-
tion must openly face.

This is a powerful driver behind the repeated demands to separate learning from performance, 
both at the organisational and task levels (Büchter/Leuders 2005).

A few examples are provided in conclusion.

If the goal is to challenge pupils to engage in activities that allow them to incorporate their 
individuality and creativity, then the assignment must be as open as possible with respect to 
the potential results and the applicable methods. Work on these kinds of problems is then 
divergent and only predictable to a certain extent. These types of work processes must also be 
acknowledged – and not just the correctness of the results, as is so often the case in maths 
lessons. A model for an enhanced evaluation scheme could resemble the following (Leuders 
2003, S.304):
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This schema offers a transparent catalogue of criteria that can be presented to students in 
this format ahead of time and helps stimulate creative, individual performance. It treats both 
divergent (“creativity”) and convergent (“correctness”) aspects of performance with equal 
measure.

A special format that students can use to present the results of their autonomous learning 
process is known as the portfolio. This is a structured collection of different types of docu-
ments and examples of personal work that students assemble and continually supplement 
and update. 
In the past, portfolios were rarely used in mathematics courses (unlike learning journals). This 
is most likely due to the fact that learning success and learning progress are still measured 
based on the fulfilment of external, uniform, collective standards. Portfolios can meet a vari-
ety of performance assessment functions as a form of “productive repertoire augmentation”, 
thereby enriching the traditional evaluation perspective:

Evaluation areas Creativity Correctness

Design Interesting form of presen-

tation, vivid illustrations

Clear external form, 

straightforward

Use of  

mathematics

Unexpected approaches, 

combination of ideas from 

a variety of areas, new 

inventions

Correct calculations, 

consistent coverage of the 

arithmetic aspects of the 

subject

Language

Expressive and interesting 

language, new termino-

logical inventions

Correct, logical arguments 

on the subject matter, 

precise way of expressing 

oneself, correct terminology 

Thoroughness

Identification of special 

problems and cases, reflec-

tion on alternatives  

(“What if...?”)

Work on all required parts 

of the assignment, detailed 

calculations 
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Portfolios can offer more detailed information on individual performance than summed marks, 
which are better used for documenting academic achievements in classwork. In particular, 
portfolios offer the freedom to engage in individual, creative work. This may include: 

 > Texts concerning how students encounter mathematics in their lives, e.g. key experi-
ences and “intercultural encounters” outside of class: “Where have I encountered 
mathematics?” 

 > Texts that are linked to classroom topics, such as letters to the editor of a newspaper.

 > Artistic projects: pictures or drawings that feature mathematics or illustrate a mathe-
matical subject in a striking way. 

 > Individually prepared work done over longer periods (special projects, lengthy home-
work assignments, reports, webpages, etc.)

These types of projects do more than simply document how externally assigned tasks are met 
and are perceived by students as meaningful. Thus, portfolios foster students’ “conscious-
ness of the true objectives of mathematics instruction” and “creative, reasoning and critical 
thinking abilities” (Herget 1996).

What materials can be included in a mathematics portfolio?

Selected Materials from the Work Process 

 > Important worksheets

 > Selected, evaluated items found on the Internet or in newspapers

 > Key moments: eureka experiences, important ideas and insights (e.g. 

from learning journal entries)

 > Central independent (open-ended) questions/hypotheses

 > Interim summaries, mindmaps

Special Individual Works and Products 

 > Problems and solutions developed by students themselves

 > Unique presentations, e.g.: 

 > Geometrical illustrations, sketches

 > Explanation of elegant reasoning and proofs

 > Original applications, advancements, generalisations

 > Brief presentations (slides), reports, personalised homework
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Students play a key role in deciding which sections will be learnt. Portfolios can – when 
designed in an age-appropriate manner – be introduced and used early on in the learning 
process and offer opportunities to reinforce autonomous learning.

For more information on portfolios and methods of assessing autonomous learning, see Winter 
(1996) or Leuders (2003, 2004).
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